
Reason 3: Your company will save more money.

Reason 2: Security that works wherever your employees work. 

Reason 1: Employees will be more productive*. 

Give your workforce better laptops and desktops, 
and your company a better workforce. 

Most companies are not refreshing their laptops and desktops often enough, and it can make all the di�erence. 
Whether you’re unsure of the advantages new devices will get you, or need to validate ROI over other priorities, 

here are some reasons why you should make upgrading your company’s systems a top priority.
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*Techaisle Whitepaper 2013, The Ageing PC E�ect – Exposing Financial Impact for Small Business; Survey of 736
small businesses in six countries finding that systems four+ years old have twice the downtime of newer ones

So the question isn’t, “Why refresh with the latest Dell laptops 
and desktops powered by Intel®?” The question is, “Why wouldn’t you?”

Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, 
Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon Phi, 

and Xeon Inside are trademarks of Intel® Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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*Techaisle Whitepaper 2013, The Ageing PC E�ect – Exposing Financial Impact for Small Business; Survey of 736
Small businesses in six countries using PCs that are four or more years old experience twice the downtime than newer systems.

And newer technology 
features quick and cost 
e�cient adaptability to 

whatever requirements might 
arise for your company.

?
The Future Ready laptop and desktop 

You Can’t Work Without

*Dell Global Security Survey December 2015 http://futurereadyworkforce.dell.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/DDS_Report_V4.pdf

50%

TODAY’S LAPTOPS AND 
DESKTOPS MAY BOOST 
EMPLOYEES PRODUCTIVITY 
UP TO 50% COMPARED TO 
THOSE FROM 5 YEARS AGO.*

PRODUCTIVITY

50%

H E A D A C H E S

And with built-in Self Support
employees can resolve any
issues that do come up and

get back to work.

Standardized software 
will also allow for easy IT 

management of new devices, 
upping everyone's productivity.

Older laptops and desktops
do not work with many new 
security updates.

Advanced Authentication will
ensure only the right users have 
access to company materials 
no matter where they are working.

New laptops and desktops 
will support comprehensive 
encryption, which works behind 
the scenes to keep data secure.

73% of IT and business decision 
makers are concerned about 
security threats* 

Enterprise level devices
now outperform consumer
or low level devices, saving

you money spent on 
upkeep in the future.

Cost of repairs and downtime for 
three PCs that are older than 4 years.*

PCs older than four years cost 1.3 
times more to maintain, which 
can equal or exceed the cost of a 
new system.*

Top 3 Reasons To Refresh


